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Transcript
The "Towers" problem that the Englewood
teachers were working on came out of the
Rutgers long-term study. The researchers
originally presented this problem to the
Kenilworth students in October, 1990.
All right. We're going to do something a little
different today. We're going to build towers
today that have four stories to them. You're
going to get two colors of Unifix® cubes.
Your job isThe question was - How many different towers
four blocks tall can you build when selecting
from blocks of two colors?
..and again, it's like the shirts and pants. You
have to be convinced that you've found them
all…
On this particular day, the students spent
about an hour working on the problem. The
researchers wanted to find out how the focus
group of students would build mathematical
ideas, not just today, but over a long period of
time. And this was the first in a series of
carefully linked activities.
We start with at least four tall. The students
keep trying to do the problem until they can't
find any more, even if they haven't come to
organize their findings in a way that would
account for all possibilities. We do not believe
that you start them building towers one tall,
two tall, three tall, four tall, and then they see
this pattern. That was not what we were
trying to do. That, to me, is a programmed
way of proceeding.
The researchers always tried to challenge the
students with problems that would force them
to invent new strategies.
For instance, in the four tall tower problem,
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when you have two of a color inside that
tower, and you produce all possible towers
with two of a color, making the argument that
you have them all is demanding of some
interesting reasoning, like controlling for
variables, keeping one row constant and
changing the other. So, it pushes them to
invent other approaches, heuristics - methods
of solving problems - like "guess and check" is
a heuristic; a random method is a heuristic;
working backwards is a heuristic.
You guys working together? Do you have any
of the same towers as each other?
Yeah.
Yeah? Which ones are the same?
This one...
After spending less than five minutes making
random combinations, the students started to
compare their towers and eliminate
duplicates.
Everything we make, we have to check.
Everything we make... Let's make a deal.
Everything we make we have to check.
All right. I'll always make it and you'll always
check it.
Okay, you make it and I'll check it.
How's it going guys?
We're done.
Okay, you- What'd you get?
We found 17 towers.
17? Is there a way that you can check to be
sure?
No.
Is the way that you could, you know-
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We like laid them down and we saw if
they're the same or not, and they weren't.
They weren't the same.
Stephanie, what makes you sure that you got
everything?
I don't know.
Well, we just test it, like we used all of our
blocks and then we had matches and the
ones that matched - because one of them that
matched, and we eliminate them.
Could you have missed one?
No.
How come? How do you know?
Because we double-checked about four
times.
Okay, Dana, I'm going to try and make one
more.
The students recorded their findings, and most
agreed that there were 16 combinations. The
following day, the researchers returned to the
problem. In a whole group discussion, they
asked the students whether there would be
more, fewer, or the same amount of
combination for towers three tall.
So, do you think there'd be more than 16 or
fewer than 16?
More.
You think there'd be more?
It is very interesting to say to students - "Now
you've built all towers four tall; you've
convinced us, or you haven't, that you've found
them all. What about three tall?" The three tall
is interesting because very young children
predict that there will be more towers three tall,
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and that surprises many teachers, many
researchers, who expect them to think there are
fewer.
Matt suggested taking off one cube from every
tower.
Take one block off each pattern. And then
count up how many of these things...
Could everybody with your partners see if
you can figure out how many there would be
if there were only three. Remember that each
one is to be different from all the others at
your place...
If you really listen carefully to what the
students are saying and ask them why do they
think there are more, well, what they're
imagining is removing one of the rows of
cubes from their four-tall towers and having
more cubes to create new towers. And until
they try to do that, they are really unaware
that they end up duplicating towers of three
that are already built. And that's very
important for them to recognize why there
are fewer rather than more or the same. It's
important for them to understand that
reversibility in their thinking.
Amy, we figured out that it's less.
You think so? Why?
Because if we took one away, we had these. If
we took one away from these, soAnd you can't have those?
Well, we can't have them the same becauseThat's right. They have to be different.
...'cause, if you take like one off the bottom or
one off the top, you might have another one
that's the same as that. And then you have to
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make like - then you can't use that because
it's a match, and they have to be different...
Jeff shared an interesting way to look at the
problem.
You could link - first of all, you could do this
as a math problem, because you could do 16
minus 8 is 8.
You mean, there's something about math to
it?
Yeah, because 16 minus 8 or 8 plus 8 equals
16. And when you took the one away from
each, it would be minus 1, so instead of
saying minus 1, minus 1, minus 1, you could
have just said 16 minus 8 or 8 plus 8.
I see. So it has something to do with 16
minus 8.
...and so let's talk about what they should be.
First of all, how tall should they be...
16 months later, in the fourth grade, the
Kenilworth students investigated towers five
cubes tall.
...and you have to be able to convince us that
you have found all possibilities - that there
are no more or no less. Got the problem?
Have fun!
Okay, we'll start out with the easiest one.
One, two, three, four, five reds and five
yellows.
One, two, three, four, five.
I only have four. Okay, well, stand them up
straight so we know what we have.
In towers five tall, to make a convincing
argument that you found them all is harder
except for when you have all of a color or one
of a color.
Now we take one of these, one of these.
Building towers five tall offered a richer, more
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complex challenge for the students to
investigate. Students spontaneously invented
strategies, such as making a tower and then
building its "opposite".
...this one matches with this.
Put the pairs.
Like the opposites.
And then I got another idea.
Well, tell me it so I can do the opposite.
I'm going to do the red - this, thatShow me. Oh, okay, and I'll do the red - and
I'll do it with the red at the top.
They were holding one variable fixed,
constant, and then varying the other. It was
exciting that these children at a very early age
were showing evidence of controlling for
variables. It's lovely. And they were being
exhaustive.
I have to do the opposite. I'll do thisWe made a pair!
No, look. Look, that's fine. That goes with this
one.
No it doesn't because if you turn it around,
it's the same, so that doesn't go with that
one.
That one goes with that one.
Wait, let me check. Let me make sure...No
that doesn't because...
I think we have them all.
Do you think it's possible to have an odd
number?
No.
They have an odd number - 35.
You're not supp- You can't because when you
have a number, you could have the opposite.
And if you would have one of this, you have
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another one because it's the opposite. And if
you have 10 of these, you have another one
that's opposite, so that makes 20.
We found 32.
You found 32? How did you do that?
Easy. You just go this way and thenYou're tired, Jeff. Jeff, how do I know that you
don't have duplicates?
You can check: all you want.
Because you checked it. How? ... That's how
you checked it, you compared? How do you
know you there're not 34?
I can't make any more. My brain is tired!
Your brain is tired?
So you might ask us - Why did we ask them to
convince us? Why do we ask them to justify?
Well, we do that because beginning when they
start, they solve their problem randomly. It's
sort of guess and they try something. When
you don't know what to do, you try something,
so you'll build something. And maybe you'll
notice certain kinds of patterns in your
building; maybe you won't. You might just do
trial and error, trial and error, trial and error.
We want students to get past trial and error.
Okay, let's take another set and try to
convince me the same way.
We'll show you the other set.
Okay. I believe this one, too - you can have
one red, right? And you have the other
possibilities. I buy that.
There's only two kinds of these because
there are alternates.
Okay, I buy that. All right. You're convincing
me. That's great.
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This, we just ... How are we going to convince
her about this one?
You've got to convince me about this one.
Why don't you think about this? I'm
convinced about these that there are no
other possibilities when you have one of a
color - either one yellow or one red. Okay?
I'm not so sure I'm convinced if there's two
reds or if there's two yellows, so why don't
you work on convincing me of that? You
think about it and I'll be back, and you can
call me.
But they're thinking was still very, very
exhaustive and it was very organized - when
they had to justify their solutions. What it
does, then, is it enables them to look at what
they have, that they did just by hard work and
drive, which we skip in school; we skip that
piece of it. How awful - because we don't have
time. You know, we skip that drudgery of that
going through this hard, hard work we might
not see the point of. We don't look enough.
Because as they're going through this real
intense, hard work, they're noticing things
about the structure of the problem - maybe
not seeing it overall, but they begin to notice
relationships, they begin to notice subpatterns, and they invent names for these.
They really get to know the task well. This is
what we expect mathematicians to do in their
work.
...we tried to make like patterns...
The following day, the researchers
interviewed the students about their thinking
on the towers problem.
First we did this - we started out by moving
the block up in each one.
What did you come up with as a solution to
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the problem? Did you finally decide on how
many?
We decided on 32. And we kept on going up Right.
- And then we did the opposite of it.
So, you decided on this pattern, that there
were how many like that?
It would go up to five.
The interviews served multi purposes for us. It
validated some of what, to us, were just
theories. We had certain theories about what
they were doing and what they were thinking
based upon what we observed, what the
cameras caught. But we weren't sure how
aware they were of that thinking.
Well, 'cause this one, we had the pattern, the
two, and then the two blocks up, and then
the two blocks up.
Yes.
And then we had the two in the middle, and
we had the two here, and the two here.
Okay. So, that was the other pattern you had.
I'm confused though. How do you know that
some of these aren't these?
Oh, that’s right. This one is this one. So, this
one's How did you deal with that yesterday? Did
you end up counting things?
We ended up counting a lot over. We had 34
and we had it so we subtracted, I think, three
groups, because we were down to 28 and
then we added two groups.
So, so, you think that that's what was
happening yesterday?
Yeah, we kept, we kept finding different
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patterns, but we didn't check it with the
other patterns.
Uh-huh, okay.
It's really the same pattern in different
places.
Right.
It's taking one - building on one pattern. It's,
okay, say I started with the pattern at the
top. You're taking that pattern and you're
moving it down one and then you're moving
it down another and another.
I'm just wondering if we can come up with a
way that would make it easier to remember,
because it's a nice way of trying to find them.
I like your patterns, but I worry about if
we're missing some or counting some twice.
That's tricky. You might want to think about
that: a way of trying to come up with a way
to do that.
Yeah. How could you be absolutely,
positively... A guess, a very lucky guess.
Yeah, but math isn't a guess. Math you should
be able to figure it out and be convinced. And
you promise you're going to work on this?
Yeah.
Okay, that's going to be great. I can't wait to
talk to you about it some more. So, imagine
the four towers and imagine the five towers
and if you have time, imagine six.
All right, and I'll work on a way to be definite
about your answer.
Yeah, that would be exciting. That would be
really fun. Terrific. Well, thank you so much.
You're welcome.
You have a good weekend. I enjoyed this
very much.
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Thank you.
It was good thinking, very good.

